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Do you know who Schaeffer Cox is?   If not, please take the time to find out as 

what you learn can and will impact your life and liberty in this country.  What has 

happened to Schaeffer Cox, can happen to you. The Lord tells us in Hebrews 13:3, 

Remember them that are in bonds, as bound with them; and them which suffer 

adversity, as being yourselves also in the body.  Also, please check out the three 

videos below: 

 

Schaeffer Cox Inspiring Letter To Humanity 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwpGuVdxbN8 

An appeal to media to report on American Political Prisoner Schaeffer Cox 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTwLLT2RyYQ 

The Secret US Prisons You've Never Heard of Before 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuAAPsiD768 

  

  Just as Schaeffer’s deadline for his appeal was fast approaching at the end of 

August, 2016, Schaeffer Cox has recently been placed in the SHU (Special Housing 

Unit) solitary confinement as of August 10th, 2016 at the Marion USP prison, thus 
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cutting him off from the law library and outside communications. Schaeffer Cox 

has already spent 5 years in prison as an innocent man and was tortured 3.5 years 

in a secret CIA ran prison called the CMU. He now spends 23 hours each day 

naked except for a pair of worn boxer shorts in an overwhelmingly hot concrete 

box with controlled communications to the outside world. Schaeffer was able to 

previously call his two beautiful children regularly, before August 10th, 2016 but 

not now.  All of Schaeffer’s communications are rigidly controlled and he now 

gets one 15-minute phone call a month.  All of this is done to limit his message of 

liberty to the public as well as limit his ability to expose the truth of the lies said 

about him during his kangaroo court and in mainstream press. 

 

  Did you know that the Federal Bureau of Prisons is a division of the US 

Department of Justice? Since Obama has illegally usurped the position of POTUS, 

he has illegally appointed Eric Holder (AG), Loretta Lynch (AG), Karen Loeffler (US 

AG Alaska) and Charles E. Samuels, JR (Director of US Federal BOP).  These people 

along with a group of corrupt federal prosecutors within the DOJ known as the 

polar pen team have targeted Obama’s political adversaries similar to what Lois 

Lerner did with the IRS and nobody was ever held accountable.  This team of 

corrupt prosecutors and FBI special agents reporting to illegal appointees by 

Obama are described in detail in the book by Sydney Powell, “License to Lie: 

Exposing Corruption in the Department of Justice.” 

 

  This same group of corrupt prosecutors and Obama lackeys will stop at nothing 

to further their own career even if that means they have to frame an innocent 

man by withholding exculpatory evidence during his trial.  Schaeffer Cox was a 

young, charismatic, rising liberty star within the patriot and freedom movements 

back in 2009-2011 timeframe. The Obama administration identified Schaeffer as a 

threat to their agenda of tyranny.  The DOJ sent numerous government 

informants in attempts to provoke him to violence and even had one of the 

government informants threaten Schaeffer’s life.  Lavrentiy Beria who was head 

of Joseph Stalin’s secret police said “Show Me the Man, And I’ll Show You the 

Crime”.  They had to make a boogeyman out of Schaeffer Cox in order to stop his 

growing message of liberty. After the FBI worked on entrapment techniques for 



over two years at the behest of Obama’s appointee and lackey Karen Loeffler, 

they finally made their move to arrest and actually murder Schaeffer Cox.  But 

God had other plans. During the arrest, just when the hell’s angel drug runner 

(not an exaggeration) government informant placed drop weapons in Schaeffer’s 

hands, a stranger walked up to the car and spoiled the government’s plans to 

murder Schaeffer and his friend.  They were forced to arrest Schaeffer alive and 

go through the motions of a kangaroo court and bring in their own judge out of 

retirement. Schaeffer was found guilty of conspiring to possess illegal weapons 

and conspiring to murder federal agents.  

 

  Obama and his cronies thought they had won and they put Schaeffer in an illegal 

CIA ran CMU (Communications Management Unit) prison which is designed for 

political prisoners. Marion USP prison (CMU side) is a place where they 

implement Chinese thought reform as outlined on page 73 of the book “Let 

Freedom Ring” edited by Matt Meyer.  However, God tells us in Genesis 50:20 But 

as for you, ye thought evil against me; but God meant it unto good, to bring to 

pass, as it is this day, to save much people alive.   

 

 



 

  God is not done with Schaeffer Cox yet.  Let us heed God’s call in Hebrews 13:3 

and work to free Schaeffer from this corrupt illegal coup called the Obama 

administration.  With the Lord leading us and our fervent prayers, we can set 

Schaeffer free again to be with his family.  God expects us to do no less for our 

brother in bonds. To learn about Schaeffer’s case, please educate yourself with all  

of the eight resources below: 

 

1) Schaeffer Cox - The Solution to Reclaiming Liberty  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iWqTEWB-aM 

 

2) http://www.freeschaeffercox.com 

 

3) US Observer - The Federal Framing of Schaeffer Cox 

http://usobserver.com/archive/march-16/fed-framing-of-schaeffer-cox.htm 

- And –  

Federal Set-Up The Conspiracy to Entrap Schaeffer Cox 

http://www.usobserver.com/cox/fed-set-up-cox.htm 

 

4) Motion60B from DROPBOX.com 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/al31ee5i1l97toc/AABY-

GapnOs_vA5KqvPcB32Za?dl=0 

 

5) 66 Page TimeLine from DROPBOX.com 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/al31ee5i1l97toc/AABY-

GapnOs_vA5KqvPcB32Za?dl=0 
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6) 51 Reasons to exonerate Schaeffer Cox from DROPBOX.com 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/al31ee5i1l97toc/AABY-

GapnOs_vA5KqvPcB32Za?dl=0 

 

7) Youtube Playlist, FaceBook, Twitter, Etc... 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpnWaa1C7I4Mj-SXcrUBH6jypc9qFuEpY 

https://www.facebook.com/FreeSchaefferCox/ 

https://twitter.com/schaeffer_cox 

 

8) License to Lie: Exposing Corruption in the DOJ by Sidney Powell 

http://licensedtolie.com/ 

 

Now that your educated, what can you do to help Schaeffer Cox?  The three  

things below should offer you a good start. 

 

#1 Please write Schaeffer Cox an encouraging letter in prison  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRBEpzzqa4Y 

Francis S. Cox #16179-006 

USP Marion 

PO Box 1000 

Marion, IL 62959 

 

#2 Donate to Schaeffer's legal fund  

Documenting $100 USPS money order to be sent to Francis Schaeffer Cox 

commissary  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CrXz2M3NdV0 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

#16179-006 
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Francis Schaeffer Cox 

PO Box 474701 

Des Moines, Iowa 50947-0001 

 

Money Orders get deposited immediately. 

Personal checks can take up to 30 days to deposit. 

 

You can also donate to Schaeffer Cox directly using a DEBIT card (avoid credit card 

cash fees) using www.westernunion.com.   You can also donate to Schaeffer’s 

legal fund at the following website: 

https://fundrazr.com/6191Ea 

 

#3 Educate yourself about his case and tell others.  We also have some Schaeffer 

Cox business cards if you are interested, send email to ruddavis@yahoo.com. 
 

 

Just like God’s perfect Word tells us in Judges chapter 7, the victory is the Lord’s.  

Our job is to give God the Glory for the victory and be obedient. Will you join us in 

making noise and shining light for the cause of freedom and liberty for our dear 

brother Schaeffer Cox?  When Schaeffer Cox walks out of that prison a free man, 

the Lord Jesus Christ will be glorified and a new chapter will begin in the life of 

Schaeffer Cox. Please help us make that happen. 

 

Any questions, concerns or comments, please reply to Rudy Davis, 

ruddavis@yahoo.com  (972-839-9848). 
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